
 

 

 



 

 

 Friends, 

It is with great enthusiasm that I announce our summer 

programmes and courses. You will see that there are quite a 

few changes that I have made. Over the course of my own 

studies, I have been digging and pulling and grasping for the 

root of the roots of Usui Reiki Ryoho. I have found many 

great teachers over the last year who have added their 

knowledge and yes, sometimes mystical foolishness to my 

spiritual skillset. But within all unexpected persons this is 

what I have learned:  

Sometimes we meet very wise people who have never gone 

anywhere special, never undertaken a systematic spiritual 

practice, never had a mystical experience. They can appear 

as the generous-hearted and loving child care worker, the 

sage who works in the local bookstore, the smiling person sitting next to you in a cafe, or the compassionate 

grandmother beloved by an entire community. Such people emanate wisdom, immediacy, a gracious and free heart; 

they exemplify those who are unafraid to live, to love, and to let go. But when we realize that we can be healers who 

possess these generous hearts, we change. We change into healers who are fearless and cheerful, who live, love, 

and let go. We can be those healers in this very moment. Without the attunements, and without the grand 

adventures. We can if we choose to be amongst the present moment that is filled with unlimited potentiality. Unafraid 

and loving. 

So dear hearts, are you ready? Are you ready for some new excursions, some new skills, and new insights? Are you 

ready to make the leap and the investment in your own practice?  

Pull up a seat, read the descriptions over, and allow intuition to kick in. Curiosity is good, but too much enthusiasm 

can burn us out, yet not enough keeps us chained in our own stasis. Meditate on each one. If you have any 

questions, pick up the phone and shoot me a message. 

Let’s do tea and talk, yet Reiki is not pouring the tea, and letting it go cold. It’s pouring the tea, warming the hands, 

and enjoying the moment for what it is: transient, aromatic, and medicinal. 

Sometimes we must savour these moments, speak with one another, and walk through the entrance of the healer’s 

community.  

Blessed be the work of our hands and voices, 
祝福私たちの手や声の仕事であります 

Shukufuku watashitachi no te ya koe no shigotodearimasu 

 

  

Derek J. Healey, HHP ARP RMT 

 

 

 



Reiki Courses 

 

Shoden Usui Reiki Level 1 for Beginners 

$75 (17 Hours) TWO 4-hour days, followed by SIX 1.5 hrs. Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online 

component. Level 1 focuses on physical self-healing as you learn how to take 

healing into your own hands. This course expands from an initial 2-day 

workshoppe, which will give each student hands-on practice and facilitate a better 

understanding of Usui Reiki philosophy and cultural context. It is here where 

students are introduced to Shojin ryori mindfulness, and meditation. Students will 

be required to complete 10 hours of unpaid reiki therapy and 5 hours of 

community service at a local place of worship, garden, park, hospital, homeless 

shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to receive certification, students will 

keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day detox for purification and energetic 

clarity; and 19-day challenge, over the period of this 7 week course. 

 

 

Okuden Usui Reiki Level 2 for Intermediates 

$100 (20 Hours) TWO 6-hour days, followed by FOUR 2 hrs. Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online 

component. Level 2 focuses on mental-emotional healing as you learn how to 

connect to the heart center. This course expands from an initial 2-day workshoppe, 

which will give each student hands-on practice and facilitate a better 

understanding of True Love, and True Suffering. Okuden clears negative emotion 

and thought patterns, assists with addictions, and heals past lives. It is at this level 

that the student learns and practices Shodo Calligraphy, distance healing, and 

Karmic healing via the Power, Harmony, and Distant Healing Symbols. Students 

will be required to complete 10 hours of unpaid reiki therapy and 5 hours of 

community service at a local place of worship, garden, park, hospital, homeless 

shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to receive certification, students will 

keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day detox for purification and energetic 

clarity; and 40-day challenge, over the period of this 10 week course.  

 

Advanced Okuden Reiki for Progressive Practitioners 

$150 (36 Hours) TWO 5-hour days, followed by THIRTEEN 2 hrs. 

Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online 

component. The Advanced Level focuses on mental-emotional healing as you 

learn how to face and heal fears/traumas via the chakra system and deep lunar 

meditations. This course expands from an initial 2-day workshoppe, including the 

Ikebana art of flower arrangement, which will give each student hands-on practice 

and facilitate a better understanding of Trauma and Standing in One’s Own Power. 

Students will be required to complete 10 hours of unpaid reiki therapy and 5 hours 

of community service at a local place of worship, garden, park, hospital, homeless 

shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to receive certification, students will 

keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day detox for purification and energetic 

clarity; and 40-day challenge, over the period of this 14 week course.  

 

 



Reiki Courses 

 

Shinpiden Usui Reiki Level 3 for Masters 

$265 (49 Hours) TWO 5-hour days, followed by THIRTEEN 3 hrs. 

Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online 

component. The Third Level focuses on spiritual healing as you learn how we are 

expressions of the Divine Source, how our movements are an aspect of this greater 

movement. It is at this level that the Usui Master and Grounding Symbols, as well 

as other nontraditional symbols are taught. Shinpiden prepares students to pass 

along the Reiki tradition, and this is where students take Reiki Vows possibly for 

the first time in their lives. Students will also learn the skill of Chado Tea 

Ceremony. This course expands from an initial 2-day workshoppe, which will give 

each student hands-on practice and facilitate a better understanding of what it 

means to become a Sensei. Students will be required to complete 10 hours of 

unpaid reiki therapy and 5 hours of community service at a local place of worship, 

garden, park, hospital, homeless shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to 

receive certification, students will keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day 

detox for purification and energetic clarity; and 40-day challenge, over the period 

of this 13 month course.  

Shihan Usui Reiki Level 4 for Teachers 

$300 (100 Hours) TWO 5-hour days, followed by THIRTY 3 hrs. Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online 

component. The Fourth Level focuses on spiritual advancement as you learn how 

to connect with the founding principles of Shinto, Tendai Mikkyo, and Shugendo 

via spiritual leaders and modern Zen masters. It is at this level that the Shihan 

prepares students to embrace their responsibility as teacher and mutual student. 

Students will also learn the skill of the Kyudo Way of the Bow, and Koan. This 

course expands from an initial 2-day workshoppe, which will give each student 

hands-on practice and facilitate a better understanding of what it means to become 

a Sensei. Students will be required to complete 10 hours of unpaid reiki therapy 

and 5 hours of community service at a local place of worship, garden, park, 

hospital, homeless shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to receive 

certification, students will keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day detox for 

purification and energetic clarity; and 40-day challenge, over the period of this 13 

month course.  

Shichidan Advanced Usui Reiki Level 5 for Advanced Masters & Teachers 

$300 (100 Hours) TWO 5-hour days, followed by THIRTY 3 hrs. Seminars 

This class is offered as an ecourse and locally with an interactive online component. 

The Fourth Level focuses on spiritual awakening as you learn how to go deeper into 

the founding principles of Shinto, Tendai Mikkyo, and Shugendo via local Tendai 

spiritual leaders and modern Zen masters. It is at this level that the Shichihan Level 

prepares students to go deeper than they ever have before into the Reiki Traditions. 

In this traditional course students will learn the skill of communicating with Kami, 

deep waterfall Misogi purification, Tendai Kan meditation, and Kaihogyo 

pilgrimage. This course expands from an initial 2-day workshoppe, which will give 

each student hands-on practice and facilitate a better understanding of what it means 

to be a Sensei. Students will be required to complete 10 hours of unpaid reiki 

therapy and 5 hours of community service at a local place of worship, garden, park, 

hospital, homeless shelter, nursing home, or non-profit. In order to receive 

certification, students will keep a journal documenting a Usui 21-day detox for 

purification and energetic clarity; and 40-day challenge, over the period of this 13 

month course.  


